INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades or so, feminist philosophers of science and feminist science studies scholars have produced a rich and complex body of work on the feminist critique of science. For a feminist scientist the natural next step is to ask what feminist science might be. What does a feminist scientist actually do when she steps into her lab? Or sits down at her computer to do a calculation? Or walks into her classroom? And how do these practices differ from those of nonfeminists? 1 This is a very different question from that addressed by most feminist critics-what Subramanian calls a project of reconstruction rather than deconstruction:
Most of feminist science studies seemed to me to be loosely called a project of deconstruction-that is, taking apart the visible workings of science to highlight the invisible factors that shaped the interconnections between nature and culture, science and society. The project I wished to embark upon was one of reconstruction-to use but also informed by the rigors of feminist politics and scholarship." (Subramanian, 2001, p. 57)
study of Vibrio cholerae, and her discovery that eight layers of sari cloth would reduce the population of V. cholerae in drinking water, and would reduce the incidence of cholera in Bangladesh by -tively of her anxieties about carrying on her doctoral research in reproductive neuroendocrinology different philosophies of science, she develops a feminist methodology for science.
These examples are useful and interesting, but they all deal with life sciences. In the physical sciences, where the objects of inquiry are not gendered, where women are scarce, and where femibook, Has Feminism Changed Science? left physics and math until the last chapter, and then talked mostly about equity. She concluded, "In physics and math, we wait for people with the proper training and opportunity to explore the impact Physicist Bug, building on Schiebinger's work in a paper titled "Has Feminism Changed Phys--of physics might be changed by feminism. She points to the poor match between the principles of feminist science and those practiced by physicists, and concludes that feminism has had essentially no impact on the content of physics. Nevertheless, she suggests that "feminism and women studies
In this paper I use my knowledge of physics and of the feminist critique of science 2 to explore the possibilities for feminist physics. I use what might be called a "bottom-up" approach to physics, physics, like high-energy or condensed matter physics, we start with a set of assumptions, an accepted body of knowledge, and a list of important questions open to investigation. A student enters the outstanding questions. Given this model, it is hard to see what feminist physics might be. What would be the subject matter? What would the graduate courses consist of? Who would teach them? What research projects would grow from these courses?
physics. Here we begin, not with a set of assumptions and theories and experimental methods, but with a set of problems tied together by their context. A student begins in such an area with a the physics relevant to this problem, perhaps optics for medical imaging, or condensed matter physics for solar panels.
If we take this approach, we can look for projects that grow out of questions suggested by models. Or we can look for work on the borders of physics that might change the community of physicists, or might change the way that physicists think about our science. Then a number of categories of research projects in physics present themselves as partially, or potentially, feminist. Using my knowledge of feminist science studies, along with my understanding of physics, I develop a list of categories is not comprehensive-there are certainly other lines of inquiry that might be folthese categories.
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The very undeveloped nature of feminist physics means that these really are the staggering develop, then these small uneven steps can grow into productive paths.
CATEGORIES OF FEMINIST PHYSICS PROJECTS

Projects that Problematize the Knowing Subject/Object of Inquiry Split
The subject of knowledge-the individual and the historically located social community whose unexamined beliefs its members are likely to hold "unknowingly," so to speak-must be considered as part of the object of knowledge from the perspective of
Situated knowledges require that the object of knowledge be pictured as an actor master that closes off the dialectic in his unique agency and authorship of "objective
As the two quotations above demonstrate, feminist standpoint theory demands that the allof knowledge be treated on a more equal plane-that the subject be considered to be part of the process of knowledge acquisition, and that the object be considered an active agent in the process of observation. The development of quantum mechanics at the beginning of the twentieth century brought the nature of the subject/object split to the attention of physicists. In order to the test the predicbetween the subject making the measurement and the object being measured.
wave can localize an object on a scale smaller than its wavelength. In addition, light waves carry In prequantum physics, physicists thought that we could reduce the effects of both these interac-3 we could reduce the effect of the interaction by using dimmer light that carries less momentum. This means that we could measure position as accurately as we liked, with as small a disturbance to the object as we liked. In this circumstance, it makes sense to assume that we could clearly separate the observer and the observed object, and claim that the object does the same thing whether we are looking or not.
This assumption breaks down in quantum mechanics, where we discover that light does not interact with matter as a wave but as a photon, a particle that carries momentum inversely proportional to its wavelength. We can indeed localize an object more and more carefully, using shorter wavelength photons. But as we do so, the momentum of the photon increases, causing greater and greater disturbance to the object. So our assumption that an object will do the same thing whether we are looking or not is clearly false.
Quantum theory of measurement was of great interest for early theorists, and the subject of an important debate between Bohr and Einstein. 4 It was Bohr who most fully explored the implications of quantum measurement, not just for the subatomic world but for our interactions with the world in general. He argued that properties like position and momentum do not exist in themselves, but are created by the interaction of measurement.
But the issues raised were so disturbing, and quantum mechanics was so successful at solving Bohm and Bell, continued to explore the epistemological issues raised by quantum measurement.
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But the only physicist to take Bohr's philosophical legacy seriously, and to develop it in explicitly -realism of many physicists, and the often antirealist social constructivism of many science scholars. She constructs agential realism, which she describes in a 2007 book with the evocative title Meeting the Universe Halfway In contrast to Bohr, who focuses on the interaction between the observed object and the measuring apparatus, Barad expands this view of measurement to include as well the human observer. The object under observation, the measuring apparatus, and the person making the measurement are entangled together in a "phenomenon"-a relationship that is prior to any of its parts. them. They are highly trained, very clever physicists who design and build complex instruments, carefully calibrate them, track down and eliminate systematic errors, and perform sophisticated data analysis. Each of these activities involves active choices by the physicist, and each of these choices helps to determine the phenomenon that ultimately decides the result of the measurement. New and different experimental results are often the result of new and different choices by the experimenter.
Sometimes the gender, race, class, and other demographic characteristics of the experimentreaches of galaxies because, as the mother of small children, "I didn't want to compete with -cosmology.
Projects that Reconceptualize Physics in Less Reductionist Directions
Science has been about a search for translation, convertibility, mobility of meanings, and universality-which I call reductionism, when one language (guess whose) must be enforced as the standard for all translations and conversions. What money does in the exchange orders of capitalism, reductionism does in the powerful mental orders
The eventual goal of science is to provide a single theory that describes the whole
The enforced universality described by Haraway and Hawking is one aspect of science most criticized by feminists. Here physicists are the most vulnerable-our science deals with the smallest objects known, with matter at its most fundamental level, and we gain great status among our fellow scientists from that position.
…if everything obeys the same fundamental laws, then the only scientists who are studying anything really fundamental are those who are working on those laws. In practice, that amounts to some astrophysicists, some elementary particle physicists, Anderson usefully distinguishes between a hyper-reductionist hypothesis that he calls "constructivist" and a somewhat softer version that he calls "reductionist." The reductionist hypothesis states that everything does obey the same fundamental laws, and is probably believed by most practicing scientists. All objects, whatever their complexity, obey the laws of physics-a living organism, for example, falls according to Newton's laws when dropped off a cliff. The physics and construct the universe, including living organisms and human society. It is rare for a scientist to explicitly claim the constructivist hypothesis, and there is no evidence that it is cor-even in physics there are counter trends, and physicists who are working to make less reductionist connections between different levels of science.
An example may be helpful here. About a century of work by atomic physicists has taught us a great deal about atoms, ions, and small molecules. By devising clever calculational tools and ingenious experimental methods, atomic physicists have measured and calculated the electronic structure and energy levels of most individual atoms, and how they interact by twos and threes.
A constructivist scientist might assume that this highly detailed and accurate information about the properties of individual atoms and molecules would be applicable to understanding atoms and molecules in bulk--the properties of gases, liquids, and solids. Yet despite their difthe behavior of gases are actually quite hard to calculate from atomic properties--it is easier and more accurate to measure them, and that is what, in practice, people do. The properties of solids, the individual particles that make them up. So, all the work done by atomic physicists is not particularly useful for a better understanding of gases or, indeed, any large system of particles.
Even more amazing, collections of atoms or molecules have properties that are unique to the collective states. Properties like the rigidity of solids or the viscosity of liquids have no analog in -namic sense means very large--10
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If we think of this example in Anderson's terms, we see that it is reductionist but not constructionist. The individual atoms and molecules in a solid do obey the rules of atomic structure. But it is not possible to use these rules to create a solid or deduce its collective properties--we cannot construct the solid from the rules concerning the individual atoms. 7 A carbon atom has the same number a protein, as when it is alone. But we cannot deduce the properties of diamonds or proteins from our understanding of carbon atoms.
working to understand more rigorously the relationship between one layer and another. In the process they have solved some of the most important problems of mid-twentieth-century physics. They -like the boiling of a liquid. 8 Perhaps even more important, each group learned from the work of the other, confounding the reductionist idea that knowledge only moves up from lower layers. collective atomic behavior, then there is no most fundamental bottom layer that is more important and laws, and each is equally important.
Rather than a Theory of Everything, we appear to face a hierarchy of Theories of Things, each emerging from its parent and evolving into its children as the energy
I do not mean to argue here that it is always wrong, bad science, or nonfeminist for scientists -cists to overemphasize reductionist and even constructivist thinking. A feminist physicist need not abandon reductionism, but she should remember that taking things apart is not always the best way to understand them, and that they need to be put back together again afterward.
Problems that Use Local Solutions to Solve Local Problems and Achieve
Global Understanding ral world is studied by natural scientists, and human culture by social scientists and humanists.
interactions of "wild" ecosystems, untouched by human cultures.
The growth of environmental science programs that study the interaction between human beings and the natural world, often including both natural and social science methods, is starting interactions with the natural world structure are structured by our cultural history. Shiva asks us to view environmental issues from the perspective of Third World women, a good example of Harding's advice to start from marginalized women's lives. Proper environmental solutions, according to Shiva, take account of local cultures and local environments. She envisions a network of local cultures connected together into a global network.
Physicists are much better at global than local thinking. Our methods emphasize universal principles like co -Uttal is an atmospheric physicist working for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration who studies polar regions, which she calls the "climate bulldozer," driving global warming in a positive feedback loop that accelerates the cycle. Polar regions are poorly understood and water drive global circulation, polar regions are critical to understanding global climate.
With an interdisciplinary team of polar scientists, Uttal carried out a project called SHEBA ice and left to drift for a full year while the team studied the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and energy and matter into, through, and out of a column reaching from the atmosphere through the snow and ice and into the ocean. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the project, and some of the measurements made. The project was designed to collect information that can be fed back into the Global et al Environmental problems like global warming show that ecofeminists are right to emphasize the interaction between natural and human history, and SHEBA demonstrates an ecofeminist approach to understanding and solving these problems. An interdisciplinary group of scientists applied universal principles like conservation of mass, energy, and momentum to understand the complexities of a particular place. The rich understanding of this place gained by SHEBA is recycled back into computer models to lead us to a better understanding of the global problem of climate change.
Problems that Apply Physics to the Solution of Human Problems
On the one side stand "pure nature" and the "pure science" that can tell the one true story of pure nature's order. On the other side stand various "impure" objects of knowledge and the disciplines or methods of knowledge seeking that try to understand them…Sciences that study objects of mixed natural and social knowledge-such as health sciences, agricultural and environmental sciences are far more the object of [Third World] feminist interests. Such sciences must themselves combine theoretical frameworks and skills found both in the natural and social sciences. Should we call them "mestiza" sciences, in reference to Anzaldua's eloquent elaboration of the As Harding aptly describes, physicists and most other scientists privilege pure over applied science--applied, that is, to problems generated by people's lives. For most of the twentieth century, the fundamental problems of physics, the solutions to which won the Nobel Prize, were questions about the material universe at the smallest accessible scale. This work originally had very important applications in chemistry, molecular biology, and materials science. But as the century progressed, the fundamental questions moved to smaller distances and higher energies and became more remote from human life.
Waymouth is a recently retired atomic and molecular physicist who spent his entire career working on lighting technology for Sylvania. In 2000 he received the Will Allis Prize of the American Physical Society, and in his acceptance speech said:
I spent my entire working life using physics to grub for paydirt in an industrial setting…In such a setting, any project that yielded only meeting presentations or publications in refereed journals had to be considered essentially a failure…Academic scientists can point to their publications as the validation of their life's work. I can see mine whenever I go to the mall and look up at the lights. (Waymouth, 2001)
FIG. 1:
The approach of the SHEBA project was to consider a column of material from the top of column. For the atmosphere: precipitation, winds, temperature, humidity, clouds, and radiation.
W -problem in those precomputer days. The solution led him to propose some changes in the makeup of the gases inside the tube. This was, Waymouth says, the end of the physics. But he still had them into mass production with the line engineers, think about the economics of the process, and persuade managers to keep funding his project until he could demonstrate that his new lights could be mass produced reliably and economically. This very interdisciplinary work has some of the characteristics of the "mestiza" sciences described by Harding above--it involves economics and other social sciences as much as physics.
taking everyday life as problematic, and by starting from marginalized lives. The working class -
Problems that Set Contemporary Physics Research in Its Social and Political Context
Cultural agendas and assumptions are part of the background assumptions and aux-
for critical scrutiny all --hook by allowing us to ignore the context out of which our work grows, and into which applicato obtain the most reliable and authentic information about the natural world, scientists should subject the questions of how their research agenda arise, and to what uses their results are put, to the same rigorous investigation that we give to the path from questions to answers. This, she argues, will allow science to serve politically liberatory goals.
--contributions to the early development of the theory of electricity. His Experiments and Observations on Electricity larger role in politics, and has developed "Franklin'
Other scientists place their expertise and authority at the disposal of grassroots or disemdrought in the Navajo Nation. Her interdisciplinary project involves geomorphology, hydrology, -ings explaining her project and her results to the local people. Her graduate students who take the time to talk to local people and treat them with respect do better work than those who try to distance themselves in order to be "objective." This respectful attitude is more important than more complete picture of the effects of drought, and do better science by considering and respecting the cultural setting of their work.
taking pains to consider the uses to which her science is put, so that it will serve the needs of the disempowered. -responsibility as scientists to consider our ends as well, moves science in very feminist directions.
Projects that Reintegrate Physics into Its Cultural and Environmental Setting
sense of being publishable in Physical Review or some other physics research journal. Some physicists do this work, and so do people in history of science, education, and social science. I include them as feminist physics projects because they broaden our view of who physicists are Steps that (according to Lane) Franklin would urge scientists to take to apply their scienscience caucus. 2. Organize a series of science seminars for policy makers. 3. Work to increase the nation's overall science literacy. 4. Assemble a science literacy handbook that includes dos and don'ts for scientists. 5. Educate students about science and civic responsibility. Scientists could volunteer to help in settings from preschool child development centers through the entire educational system. 6. Gather the best scientists and science writers to reform and rewrite science textbooks and curricula.
and what physicists do. This broader view makes the path toward feminist physics more clear.
In other words, we can think of str research to include systematic examination of such powerful background beliefs.
their social and political contexts. One important group of feminist physics projects is the restoration of Western women physicists and physicists of color to their proper place in history. These people been erased from our history. And the explosion of work no matter how high the barriers placed before them, some strong and determined women and men of color have always found ways to practice science. The substantial body of work that has been done in recent years to resurrect and restore the work of women physicists and physicists of color to their that physics is less white and less male than conventional history might imply. It creates role models for diverse students and shows them that they, too, can have a place in physics. And it's only fair to restore the reputations of people who have been systematically erased from the history of science. A second group of projects in this category is the study of the physics of other cultures. Harding science. We need to study the physics of other cultures for two important reasons. First, we must set the record straight. Other cultures should receive the credit that is due their inventiveness and -tive term] 10 the knowledge of other cultures will provide additional resources to help contemporary global science solve the problems of our time.
tradition, written to explain why the Chinese never developed modern science. Nevertheless, he makes a number of important points about Chinese physics. For example, he argues that the Chinese view of an organic world governed by natural cycles leads more easily to a wave picture of physics that complements the particle picture prevalent in much of European physics. It was natural then for the Chinese to develop optics and acoustics. The wave theory of light, for example, was invented in China long before European physicists developed it, and they may have learned from Chinese examples.
We have much to learn about the physics of other cultures. There is a good deal of work on an overview of the science of non-Western cultures]. There is much to be learned if physicists study how other cultures conceptualize physical reality. What is the world made of? How are matter, energy, and life categorized? How do people think about gravity? How do they think about material cycles like energy, water, air? How do they use materials to construct their physical environment? How do they construct and use technology? Further work on the physics of other cultures will give us a more complete view of how the human race views physical reality. And, it may give us new ideas, new metaphors, and new approaches to understand and solve the complex problems facing us.
Projects that Increase the Diversity of the Physics Community
In Harding's argument shows that the nature of the physics community is an important determinant of the quality of the knowledge we generate. The physics community is one of the most -ness and maleness is a limitation, not only for equity and social justice, but for the quality of the science we do. Projects that are designed to increase the diversity of the physics community are therefore feminist projects that will lead to a more value-free, impartial, dispassionate, and feminist physics.
Included in this category are projects that document, especially quantitatively, the subtle bias Other projects are designed to interest girls in middle school and high school in science, to make physics departments more female-friendly, and to support women and men of color in physics careers.
Projects like these are often criticized by feminists as liberal feminism, designed to increase the access of women and minorities to physics as usual, without changing the assumptions, conIf we change the makeup of the physics community, if we attract to physics a larger proportion of women and minority students, if we support those few women and students of color who do choose a physics career, we will change the nature of the physics community, the kinds of ques---underpinnings of the "man the hunter" paradigm of early human history. I believe that this will also happen in physics as our community becomes more diverse.
Projects that Change the Way Physics Is Practiced and Taught …in order to teach our subjects we must adopt the language and ideas of our fathersideas that often exclude us as women or describe us in ways that at times have been
to be just like the white men who are already there. A more radical category of projects are those that try to modify the way physics is taught and practiced. Science education has been the subject -do draw on feminist pedagogy, and one of the stated goals is to make physics more appealing to a broader range of students.
science. As Harding describes above, submitting one's work to the scrutiny of one's peers is crucial to the elimination of bias, so inequities in peer review are particularly threatening to the quality of our science. Peer review is ubiquitous in science, not only in publication, but in the awarding of - cally constructed description of the natural world. It is important to understand both sides of this Feminists are certainly correct to criticize contemporary science as oppressive and aligned with the rich and powerful, and for contributing to the destruction of the natural world. This is an important part of the legacy of science in the contemporary world. But, as the quotes above attest, many scientists are motivated by a deep love of the natural world, and a humble respect for its complexity. If we will listen, science can teach us humility for our ignorance and respect for the Universe we study.
Projects that Increase Our Respect and Awe for the Natural World
Astronomy offers a wealth of examples of our ignorance in the face of a complex Universe. --derstanding of cosmology exploded because it was now possible to test predictions in a far more force operating at cosmological distances is the attractive force of gravity, which would slow the expansion down. To explain this contradiction, cosmologists have invented a mysterious substance known as Dark Energy, and that is pretty much all anyone knows about it. Current models of the Universe, the even more mysterious Dark Energy is seventy-four percent, and ordinary matter is four percent. So, an important effect of our increasingly quantitative understanding of cosmology is that we now do not know what approximately ninety-six percent of the Universe is made of.
Feminist critics argue that in order to understand the natural world, we must place our scitrue--that we cannot solve feminist and other social justice problems without considering the natural and environmental setting of the society and culture. The rapidly evolving environmental crisis makes it clear that starting from women's lives will involve a deeper understanding of the environmental setting of those lives, a respect for the natural world, and an attitude of humility that acknowledges our ignorance. Finally, an important part of practicing feminist physics is to claim that one's feminist values of being marginalized and discounted and criticized for "mixing science and politics" are real for physicists, and particularly so for younger women and men of color. To do so, however, gives courage to our colleagues and perhaps will make such a declaration less dangerous in the future.
CONCLUSIONS
In taking these baby steps toward feminist physics, I have drawn on different strains of feminist -comprehensive nor coherent, and wish to rearrange them. Some may be troubled by the fact that many, perhaps most, of the physicists I describe would not consider themselves to be feminist, or to be doing feminist physics. Some may argue that I fall between two stools, that some of the examples are physics but not feminist, and others are feminist but not physics.
And I hope that feminist physicists will build on this preliminary work, and elaborate my catego--cists will see these examples and be inspired to work on these or other projects. If these projects are seen through an explicitly feminist lens, they will develop in new and interesting directions, and we will have something we can truly call feminist physics. http://depts.washington.edu/kingweb/.
from . http://www.scienceshops.org/.
